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Replication  can be envisaged  as a computational  process  that  is able  to  generate  and  maintain  order
far-from-equilibrium.  Replication  processes,  can  self-regulate,  as the  drive  to replicate  can  counter  degra-
dation processes  that  impact  on  a system.  The  capability  of  replicated  structures  to  access  high quality
energy  and  eject  disorder  allows  Landauer’s  principle,  in  conjunction  with  Algorithmic  Information  The-
ory,  to  quantify  the  entropy  requirements  to maintain  a system  far-from-equilibrium.  Using  Landauer’s
principle,  where  destabilising  processes,  operating  under  the  second  law  of thermodynamics,  change  the
information  content  or the algorithmic  entropy  of  a system  by H  bits,  replication  processes  can  access
order,  eject  disorder,  and  counter  the  change  without  outside  interventions.  Both  diversity  in replicated
structures,  and the coupling  of  different  replicated  systems,  increase  the  ability  of  the  system  (or  sys-
tems)  to self-regulate  in  a changing  environment  as  adaptation  processes  select  those  structures  that
use  resources  more  efﬁciently.  At the level  of the  structure,  as selection  processes  minimise  the  infor-lgorithmic entropy mation  loss,  the  irreversibility  is  minimised.  While  each  structure  that  emerges  can  be  said  to be  more
entropically  efﬁcient,  as such  replicating  structures  proliferate,  the  dissipation  of the  system  as  a  whole
is higher  than would  be the  case  for  inert  or  simpler  structures.  While  a detailed  application  to most  real
systems  would  be  difﬁcult,  the approach  may  well  be  useful  in  understanding  incremental  changes  to
real  systems  and  provide  broad  descriptions  of  system  behaviour.
r.  Pu©  2016  The  Autho
. Introduction
Mathematicians have developed Algorithmic Information The-
ry (AIT), and the associated concept of Kolmogorov or algorithmic
omplexity, to measure the computational resources needed to
escribe an object by specifying a string of characters that rep-
esent the object. Developments in mathematics have included
easures of randomness (Martin-Löf, 1966; Gács, 1980); deeper
nsights into Gödel’s theorem (Chaitin, 1974); modelling data with
he ideal form of the Minimum Description Length (Vitányi and Li,
000) and Bayesian prediction (Hutter, 2007). AIT has also been
sed to enquire into deep philosophical questions about the uni-
erse (Chaitin, 2004; Calude and Meyerstein, 1999; Hutter, 2010;
avies, 2003). Devine (2014a) has used AIT to show there is no
eed to deﬁne a fourth law of thermodynamics to explain order
n the universe as postulated by the Intelligent Design community
Dembski, 2002). However, the use of AIT to study natural systems
as been somewhat limited (but see Zenil et al., 2012; Ratsaby,
008). In addition, Adami (2002) and Adami and Cerf (2000) have
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deﬁned ‘physical complexity’ conceptually in terms of the environ-
mental ﬁt of a structure measured by the reduction in the length of
the algorithmic description of the structure, given the information
contained in its environment. For practical reasons the measure is
applied using the Shannon entropy for an ensemble of structures.
A comprehensive review of the mathematical background can be
found in Li and Vitányi (2008), while a review tailored for scientists
is available (Devine, 2014).
An important point is that the algorithmic complexity, when
deﬁned with self-delimiting coding, becomes an entropy measure
called the ‘algorithmic entropy’. As Section 3 outlines, while the
algorithmic entropy is conceptually different from the traditional
entropies, the algorithmic entropy for a typical microstate in an
equilibrium conﬁguration is effectively the same as the Shannon
entropy and, allowing for units, the entropy of statistical mechan-
ics, once allowance is made for the relatively short algorithm that
may  be required to deﬁne the system (Zurek, 1989a). The algorith-
mic  entropy provides a convenient tool to track entropy changes
when the states of a system change. It has a clearly deﬁned mean-
ing for non-equilibrium situations, while being an entropy measure
that is consistent with the traditional entropies for the equilib-
rium macrostate that emerges when the non equilibrium system
is isolated (Devine, 2009).
rticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-
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This paper applies the tools algorithmic entropy to the emer-
ence and maintenance of order in natural systems distant from
quilibrium. The starting point of the AIT approach is that the
nstantaneous conﬁguration or state of a natural system can be
peciﬁed by a string of characters in an appropriate state space
see Section 3). The algorithmic entropy of a system’s instanta-
eous conﬁguration is the minimum number of bits of information
eeded to specify this string of characters. By deﬁnition, the
easure is the number of bits in the shortest algorithm using self-
elimiting coding which, when run on a Universal Turing Machine
UTM), halts after specifying the string representing a conﬁguration
n the natural world.
As is mentioned below, an important feature is that, as the
lgorithmic entropy is a function of state, only entropy differences
atter and differences of algorithmic entropy are independent of
he UTM used. This is a consequence of the fact that one UTM
an simulate any other, and the simulation constant (the length
f the string that allows one machine to simulate another) can-
els for entropy differences (Chaitin, 1975; Li and Vitányi, 2008).
achine independence allows the algorithmic entropy to quantify
he order embodied in a system, to capture its information con-
ent, and to provide the thermodynamic constraints that govern
he emergence of local order. Furthermore, AIT provides a measure
or the distance of a natural system is from equilibrium in terms
f the number of information bits that must be added to the sys-
em to shift it from an ordered to an equilibrium state. Algorithmic
ntropy is able to offer new insights into natural world systems
s it provides a tool to inquire into replication processes recogni-
ing that replication is core to many natural systems. The critical
oint is that the algorithmic entropy of a system of repeated struc-
ure is low (Devine, 2009) and relatively few bits are required to
pecify a system of repeated structures. The algorithm that spec-
ﬁes a system only needs to specify the structure once and then
opy, or generate, repeats by a short routine. This contrast with the
umber of bits needed to specify a system where each structure
ust be independently deﬁned. It follows that replication is a nat-
rally ordering process that reduces the algorithmic entropy of a
ystem in a quantiﬁable way. Provided resources are available, and
igh entropy waste can be ejected, replicated structures are more
ikely to emerge than similar structures produced by other natural
rocess.
The critical understanding behind the application of AIT to the
atural world is that the physical laws that drive a system from
ne state to another can be seen as computations on a real world
niversal Turing Machine. As algorithmic entropy differences are
ndependent of the UTM used, the algorithmic entropy derived
rom a programme that maps a real word computation by manip-
lating bits in a reference UTM in the laboratory, is the same as the
quivalent number of bits derived from the real world UTM. The
ow of bits or information through the two systems is the same.
ection 3 points out, the length of the shortest, appropriately coded,
lgorithm that generates a particular string on a UTM deﬁnes H,
he algorithmic entropy of this string in bits. It is when these nat-
ral computation processes, operating under physical laws, eject
isorder that more ordered or low entropy structures are left
ehind.
Landauer’s principle (Landauer, 1961) formalises the under-
tanding of the computational processes embodied in real world
omputations and provides a tool to inquire into the emergence and
aintenance of order in these real world systems (Bennett, 1973,
982, 1988; Zurek, 1989b). Landauer’s principle states that where
ne bit of information in a computational machine operating at a
emperature T is erased, at least kBT ln 2 Joules must be dissipated.
n a conventional computer this dissipation appears as heat pass-
ng to the non-computational parts of the system. However, where
he length of the algorithmic description of the state of a system 140 (2016) 8–22 9
changes when H bits are removed, the corresponding thermo-
dynamic entropy change in the real world system is kB ln 2H.
Similarly, H bits must be returned to the system to restore it to
the initial state. There have been objections to Landauer’s principle,
the major one being the claim that logical reversible computations
are not thermodynamically reversible. Bennett (2003) rebuts this
with examples that connect logical reversibility with thermody-
namic reversibility. Leff and Rex (1990), in discussing the paradox
of Maxwell’s demon, bring together the key arguments to resolve
the issues involved. Recently, Bérut et al. (2012) have provided
experimental conﬁrmation of Landauer’s principle.
The entropy changes of both living and non-living natural sys-
tems are constrained by the same laws. This allows one to apply
the entropy and energy requirements of the process of replica-
tion to very simple systems and carry the initial insights over to
biologically complex living systems. However in order to take this
argument further, the next section explores replication processes,
while the section following outlines the principles of AIT. Later
Section 4 deals with some conceptual issues around the reversibil-
ity of natural laws. Section 4.3 shows the relationship between the
traditional entropies and algorithmic entropy and this leads to the
algorithmic formulation of the second law of thermodynamics in
Section 5. Once these issues have been clariﬁed that paper uses the
AIT approach to identify the following characteristics of replicated
systems.
• When order is being destroyed through degradation processes
driven by the second law of thermodynamics, replication pro-
cesses that access high quality energy and eject disorder, are able
to restore the system to the original ordered set of conﬁgurations.
In essence, replication processes use natural laws to self-regulate
to maintain a system far-from-equilibrium.
• Variation in a system of replicated structures provides a natu-
ral mechanism to stabilise the system against change. In other
words, variation can maintain the system in a stable conﬁgura-
tion through adaptive evolutionary-like processes. AIT provides
a reasonably convincing argument that, in many situations, those
variants that persist in a changing environment are those that use
resources more efﬁciently and have lower entropy throughputs.
• Coupled and nested replicator systems create greater stability
against change by co-evolving as, from an entropy perspective,
the replicated structures use resources more efﬁciently. This efﬁ-
ciency, called here ‘entropic efﬁciency’ would seem to be an
important constraint on evolutionary selection processes that
occur in biology. Nevertheless, while each replicated structure
is efﬁcient in this sense, the number of interdependent or nested
system of replicated structures increases to ensure that overall,
the high quality energy degrades more effectively than would
otherwise be the case (Schneider and Kay, 1994).
2. Replication processes
Ordered structures emerge when replication processes trigger
a chain reaction that creates repeats of the initial structure. Two
physical examples of such a replicating system are a crystal that
forms from the liquid phase and coherent photons that emerge
through stimulated emission. Biological examples include an auto-
catalytic set, bacteria that grow in an environment of nutrients and
the growth of a biological structure such as a plant. In the last exam-
ple, as different genes are expressed in different parts of the plant,
variations of the basic structure emerge at these points. In general,
replication involves physical or biological structures that repro-
duce by utilizing available energy and resources and, at the same
time, ejecting excess entropy as heat and waste. Freitas and Merkle
(2004) have outlined different types of replication. Maturana and
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arela (1980) see the replicating system as an autopoietic unit,
.e. a self-creating and sustaining unit that maintains homeosta-
is through the relationships in the constituent parts. The critical
oint in this paper is that replication means self-replication not
ust copying. The focus here will be on what Szathmary (1999)
alls genotypic replication where the replicated structure carries
he full copying instructions from structure to structure. There is a
lear distinction between self-replication which involves ﬁdelity
f replication, as in cellular replication, and replication through
eproduction. As Sipper et al. (1997) note, reproduction allows
or variations through genetic crossovers and mutations requiring
evelopment processes for the ﬁnal structure to emerge. Dawkins
1976) identiﬁes the latter category as germ-line replication.
Szathmary (1999, 2000) distinguish holistic replication, which
efers to continuous processes such as autocatalysis, and modular
eplication where the system passes through discrete states as in
NA copying. The characteristic of an active, as opposed to a pas-
ive replicating system (Dawkins, 1976) is that, in a resource rich
nvironment, replicated structures are more likely to be observed
han alternatives because the probability of replication increases
ith the number N of existing structures. That is if the probability
s proportional to Nx (where x > 0), then dN/dt ∝ Nx (Szathmary and
aynard Smith, 1997). For example, molecules are more likely to
olidify on a seed crystal in a melt and, given a cell with its strand
f DNA in the right environment, the probability of a second cell
ppearing is comparatively high. Similarly, coherent photons that
merge through stimulated emission can be considered replicat-
ng systems. The focus here is on true replication processes where
he presence of the replicated structure triggers more replicas. This
ontrasts with processes such as the combustion of oxygen and
ydrogen where the heat of combustion, not the presence of water,
riggers the process.
If the resources are limited, the number of replicas in a replicat-
ng system grows over time until the system reaches homeostasis;
 state where the set of replicated structures and the environment
each a long-term stable relationship. A schematic representation
f this process is the logistic growth equation
N/dt  = rˆN
(
1 − N
K
)
. (1)
his equation, while trivially simple, captures the essence of repli-
ation. Here rˆ represents the usual exponential growth rate and
 represents the carrying capacity of the system. While replicas
ay  die and be born, once the birth rate = death rate of replicas (i.e.
N/dt = 0), the system is maintained in a homeostatic state by the
ow through of nutrients and energy and the ejection of waste. The
ate at which the system can access resources and eject waste deter-
ines where this homeostatic balance occurs. For some simple
hysical processes this waste can be ejected as latent heat through,
or example, the vibrational states of the system losing heat to
he environment. Alternatively the waste might be relatively less
rdered photons, or degraded chemical products, that exit the sys-
em. If the high entropy waste can be ejected from the system, the
lgorithmic entropy, and therefore the thermodynamic entropy,
f the remaining structure decreases. Simple physical replication
rocesses can be used to illustrate the key characteristics of natu-
al ordering through replication, even though biological replication
nd system degradation involves much more complex pathways.
he next section outlines how the tools of AIT can be used to explore
he means by which far-from-equilibrium can maintain homeosta-
is when facing degradation processes.. Algorithmic Information Theory
Algorithmic Information Theory (AIT) is based on the idea that
 highly ordered structure with recognisable pattern and features 140 (2016) 8–22
can be simply described. This contrasts with a structure that shows
no order, or recognisable features. For example the short algorithm
that generates the ﬁrst 1000 digits of  stopping on the 1000th
digit, is a compressed description of . On the other hand, the
string representing a 1000 of draws of a digit from a lotto urn
has no shorter description. An algorithm that generates the string
must specify the digit obtained from each draw in turn. The length
of the shortest algorithm that generates a string representing a
structure is known as the Kolmogorov complexity, the algorith-
mic  complexity, the programme size complexity and, in the case
of self-delimiting instructions the algorithmic entropy. If the string
that describes a particular structure shows order, features or pat-
tern, a shorter algorithmic description can be found to generate the
string. That is where order is recognised, the description can at least
be partially compressed. However, if order cannot be recognised,
no computable process exists to ﬁnd the shortest description. Nev-
ertheless, an upper bound of the algorithmic complexity can always
be established.
The basic concept of AIT was originally conceived by Solomonoff
(1964). Kolmogorov (1965) and Chaitin (1966) formalised the
approach and were able to show that the computer dependence of
the algorithmic complexity can be mostly eliminated by deﬁning
the algorithmic complexity, or information content, of the string s
as the length of the shortest algorithm that generates s on a refer-
ence Universal Turing Machine (UTM) (Turing, 1936). A UTM is a
simple general-purpose computer with expandable memory. As a
UTM can simulate any other turing machine (Chaitin, 1975; Li and
Vitányi, 2008), the machine dependence can be quantiﬁed.
Before proceeding with the detail the following conceptual
points need to be clariﬁed.
• In principle, a physical or biological system can be deﬁned by
a string representing a conﬁguration of the system in its state
space at an instant of time. That is the string that speciﬁes the
state of each atom, molecule, or chemical species in the system
in a systematic manner. There are different ways of doing this.
One way is to take atom 1, and specify the position and momen-
tum coordinates to an appropriate degree of precision. Similarly
other states such as the electronic states can be speciﬁed in an
appropriate way, for example the character 1 signiﬁes a state is
occupied. As an example, Eigen (1971) speciﬁes the information
in a nucleic acid by a string where an integer from 1 to 4 identi-
ﬁes the nucleobase at each site. The string of characters, usually in
binary form, that lists the states of each species in order speciﬁes
the instantaneous conﬁguration of the system.
• A snapshot of the position and momentum of each particle and
other states at an instant deﬁnes the microstate. An example of a
microstate is the instantaneous conﬁguration of a gas of particles
in a container.
• The macrostate of the system is the collection of microstates
having the same thermodynamic properties. The macrostate of
the gas mentioned above would contain all the possible con-
ﬁgurations or microstates with the appropriate thermodynamic
properties.
• While the description of the exact microstate of a living system
is incomprehensibly long, only a small part of the string is rele-
vant to changes that are to likely be tracked. For example if the
temperature is ﬁxed, the vibrational states can be ignored as their
contribution to the algorithmic entropy does not change.
The algorithmic complexity of a string representing a structure
is a measure of the pattern or order in the structure in terms of the
shortest binary algorithm running on a Universal Turing Machine
that generates the string. The algorithmic complexity also corre-
sponds to the information content of the structure as it is the
number of bits required to specify a particular conﬁguration of a
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ystem. As is discussed below, the length of the shortest algorithm,
hen deﬁned with self-delimiting coding, is also a measure of the
lgorithmic entropy of the structure. While any base can be used
or the algorithmic measure, the length of the algorithm can always
e converted to the equivalent length in binary form.
An example of an ordered system is a magnetic material such
s lodestone where the magnetic moments (commonly known as
he “spins”) associated with each iron atom are aligned below the
urie temperature to form a magnetised material. Let ‘0’ denote
he situation where a magnetic moment or spin is pointing down-
ards and a ‘1’ denote a spin pointing upwards. The conﬁguration
orresponding to lodestone in its magnetised form is where the
onﬁguration of N aligned spins all point upwards. The string rep-
esenting this is of the form s = 111 . . . 1. The following algorithm
r programme p when run on a suitable reference UTM generates
his string.
 = OUTPUT “1′′ N times. (2)
he critical point is that, for large N, the length of this algorithm in
inary notation is much shorter than the original string and there-
ore demonstrates that the system is highly ordered. That is a highly
ompressed coded form of the string is possible. In what follows,
wo vertical lines will be used to indicate the length of the binary
nstructions that specify the term within the lines. For example the
umber of bits needed to specify N in Eq. (2) is denoted by |N|. In
his case, the number of bits is close to log2N. if p* is the shortest
lgorithm that implements Eq. (2), the number of bits required to
pecify the string of ‘1’s is expected to be
p∗| = |N| + |1| + |loop and output instruction|  + c.
ere, and in what follows, c is the constant that depends on the UTM
eing used. For large N, |p*| ≈ log2N. This approach allows one to
eﬁne the algorithmic complexity of the string as the length of the
hortest binary programme p* that generates the string. This mea-
ure is also called the “Kolmogorov complexity”, the “programme
ized complexity” and with appropriate coding the algorithmic
ntropy. The algorithmic entropy can be taken to be a measure of
he information content of this string (Li and Vitányi, 2008).
On the other hand, for the same material well above the Curie
emperature the spins appear to be random. The string describ-
ng the instantaneous conﬁguration of a set of random spins must
pecify the orientation of each. This random string might look
omething like 10111 . . . 01011 . . . 101. As this shows no recog-
isable pattern, it cannot be represented by a simpler known
lgorithm. Because the algorithm that generates the string must
pecify each character exactly, the length of the algorithm must
e greater than the length of the string, as the sequence itself, and
ther instructions need to be speciﬁed. To be more speciﬁc, the
ength |p*| for the assumed random string is given by
p∗| = |10111. . .01011.  . .101|  + |output instructions etc|  + c. (3)
The constant c, reﬂects the length of the basic instruction set of
he computer implementing the algorithm. In practice there is no
ay of knowing with any certainty that the shortest algorithm is
ound. For example, one might not recognise the string representing
 and therefore assume it is random. Nevertheless, the length of
he shortest description |p*| ≤ |p| where p is the shortest algorithm
nown to date.
The difference between the lengths of the algorithms repre-
ented by Eqs. (2) and (3) is signiﬁcant. For a mole of the magnetic
aterial mentioned above, N is something like 1023 or 269 spins.
q. (2) speciﬁes a binary algorithm where a little more than the
og2N = 69 characters are needed to specify the aligned spins. On
he other hand, as the algorithm of Eq. (3) has to specify each of the
69 individual 0’s and 1’s, its length is a little more than 269. This 140 (2016) 8–22 11
is the same as the Shannon entropy of all the available conﬁgura-
tions of the system, making the point, as is discussed below, that
the algorithmic entropy of a typical string with no distinguishing
features aligns with the Shannon entropy of all such strings. In gen-
eral, strings without any observable pattern cannot be compressed
with a short algorithm. In these cases the length of the shortest
algorithm must be slightly greater than the length of the string. In
what follows N will generally be used for the length of a string. The
algorithmic entropy that speciﬁes a typical member of the set of 2N
strings of length N is N plus the length of the output instruction.
However, there are some practical considerations. Firstly that in
order to avoid the ambiguity that exists in binary coding between
say “01” and “1”, lexicographic coding is used. This means strings
are coded in dictionary order. In which case the representation of
N has a length equal to log2(N+ 1) . The ﬂoor function denotes the
largest integer less than or equal to log2(N + 1). For large N, this
makes little difference as the code length is close to log2N.
Secondly, as has been emphasised, there are two  ways of coding
algorithmic instructions. One way  is to use an end-marker to deﬁne
where the instruction ﬁnishes. The other is to use self-delimiting
instructions that are coded in a way  that makes it clear where
one instruction ﬁnishes and the other starts. In this case all the
codes must come from a preﬁx-free set, as no code can be a pre-
ﬁx of another (Zvonkin and Levin, 1970; Gács, 1974; Chaitin, 1975;
Li and Vitányi, 2008). This adds about log2N to the speciﬁcation
of a string of length N. Furthermore, with self-delimiting coding,
the Kraft inequality holds, and subroutines can be concatenated
(joined) to form larger algorithms without increasing the length
of the description by more than a bit or two (Bennett, 1988). The
inequality also ensures that the length of any coded instruction can
be chosen to match the base-two logarithm of the probability of the
occurrence of the instruction. From the Shannon source coding the-
orem, the expected length of the coded algorithm (the equivalent
of the message) is within one bit of the Shannon entropy (see Zurek,
1989a). This has allowed Bennett (1982) and Zurek (1989a) to show
that, because of the Kraft inequality, the algorithmic entropy of a
typical microstate in a thermodynamic ensemble is virtually the
same as the Shannon entropy of the ensemble. A small difference
arises as the algorithmic entropy requires that the characteristics
of the macrostate containing many microstates need to be speci-
ﬁed as is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.1. Chapter 8 of Li
and Vitányi (2008) explores this in depth. Algorithmic entropy rela-
tionships such as mutual information and conditional information
(e.g. Eq. (4)), take a similar form to the equivalent relationship for
the Shannon entropy (Chaitin, 1975; Zurek, 1989a; Devine, 2009).
In what follows the algorithmic entropy, H(s) will be deﬁned using
self-delimiting to align the measure with the traditional entropies.
In which case the algorithmic entropy of a string s, denoted by
H(s), is deﬁned in terms of the size |p*|, the length of the min-
imal programme using self-delimiting coding that generates the
string on a reference UTM. The number of bits given by H(s) is not
only an entropy measure but is also a measure of the information
content of the string. In formal terms let U(p) be the computation
that generates s given the shortest programme p on the reference
UTM denoted by U. The algorithmic entropy or programme sized
complexity is
HU(si) = min{|p| : U(p) = si}
As any UTM can be simulated on any other UTM, the measure of the
algorithmic entropy on different machines will differ by the length
of the programme that simulates on UTM on another (Chaitin, 1975;
Li and Vitányi, 2008). This adds an uncertainty in the measure of
the order of 1 (i.e. O(1)). The machine dependence can be mostly
eliminated by noting that the machine independent algorithmic
entropy H(s) is given by; H(s) ≤ HU(s) + O(1). However as entropy is
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 function of state, only entropy differences have physical meaning
nd entropy differences are independent of the UTM used.
Just as for the Shannon entropy, conditional information, i.e.
he conditional algorithmic entropy can be deﬁned when the out-
ome is conditioned on information already given. In algorithmic
erms, given an input string tj, the conditional algorithmic entropy
s the extra information in the shortest algorithm, that calculates
he output string si. That is, the shortest programme p∗j such that
(p∗
j
, tj) = si. This extra information is denoted by H(si|tj) = |p∗j |. In
eneral, a logarithmic correction is needed for H(si|tj) to additively
elate H(tj) to H(si). However, provided t∗j , the shortest descrip-
ion of tj, is used in H(si|t∗j ), the algorithmic entropy of si can be
elated to t∗
j
without algorithmic corrections (Chaitin, 1975; Zurek,
989a). Equivalently H(si|tj, H(tj)) can replace H(si|t∗j ), as Chaitin
1975) shows, t∗
j
contains the same information as tj and H(tj). In
his case,
(si) ≤ H(tj) + H(si|t∗j ) + O(1). (4)
Note that the O(1) is still required even if the computer depend-
nce has been eliminated as it represents the small number of bits
eeded to concatenate or join subroutines.) The ≤ sign indicates
hat si may  be only partially dependent on string t∗j , or even com-
letely independent. In the latter case knowing tj provides no useful
nformation to shorten the description of si. However, whenever the
omplete speciﬁcation of t∗
j
is necessary to calculate si, the equals
ign is appropriate. In practice, a simple reference UTM is envis-
ged where most of the instructions occur as part the programme,
nsuring that only a minimal set of logic gates (or their equivalent)
eed to be part of the computational hardware. However, in phys-
cal situations, the computer dependence can by eliminated more
onvincingly as is discussed further in Section 4.
.1. The need for the algorithm to halt
It is important to note that the programme that deﬁnes the
lgorithmic entropy must halt by deﬁnition as the programme
ust specify the conﬁguration exactly. For example, the algorith-
ic  entropy or programme size complexity of the programme that
enerates the millionth integer starting with 1, and incrementing
y 1 each cycle, must halt when the millionth integer is reached.
he length of this programme will be somewhat greater than the
0 bits required to specify the 1,000,000 cycles undertaken before
he programme halts. On the other hand, a programme that outputs
ach integer in turn is much shorter, as it never halts (Zurek, 1989a).
s is discussed later, this distinction is necessary in understanding
eal world computations. For example the algorithm that gener-
tes a tree from the DNA instructions in the seed must halt, either
ecause the observer deﬁnes the halt requirement, or because a
atural event is fed into the computation to terminate the growth
lgorithm. Provided that the algorithm is the shortest possible to
pecify the structure of the tree at a particular instant, the length
f the algorithm that terminates deﬁnes the algorithmic entropy.
. Real world computations
A natural process undertaken by a real world system can
e envisaged as a computation on a Universal Turing Machine
UTM), denoted by W,  where the input to the computation is
tored in the initial states of the computational species (such as
toms, molecules, photons, etc.). The computational elements are
eneralised gates analogous to the logic gates of a conventional
omputer. As the physical laws become the rules that determine
ow species interact, shifting one state to another, they are in effect
he programme that drives the trajectory of the system through its 140 (2016) 8–22
state space. Bennett (1973, 1982) illustrates a real world computer
with the Brownian computer that implements the chemical pro-
cess by which RNA polymerase copies a complement of the DNA
string. As error correction routines that underpin natural DNA copy-
ing, usually drive the process irreversibly forward, reversibility is
normally attained only at zero speeds.
The real world computer W,  operating under natural laws
embodied in the shortest programme p∗W , generates the string con-
ﬁguration si from the initial conﬁguration tj by the computation
W(p∗W, tj) = si.
Similarly the laboratory reference UTM U, that maps the computa-
tional path of the natural system, generates si from the computation
U(p∗U, tj) = si.
As U can simulate machine W,
HU(si) = HW (i) + O(1)
where the O(1) term is the ﬁxed instruction set that allows U to
simulate W.  However, as only entropy differences are needed, a
suitable entropy zero can be chosen to eliminate this constant term.
Let the instruction set CI* be the shortest algorithm that speciﬁes
the core set of subroutines embodying the structure of the system,
that speciﬁes any common structures (such as chemical species
that are unchanged during the computational process) and com-
mon  laws of physics. As this instruction set speciﬁes the common
information, H(CI*) can be used to set the entropy zero. With this
understanding, the relevant entropy measure can be denoted by
H(si) where this refers to the machine independent entropy differ-
ence H(si) − H(CI*) (Devine, 2009). The computing principles can be
illustrated with a system of hydrogen and oxygen gases at temper-
ature T. The relevant computation is the one that maps the ignition
of the hydrogen and oxygen to form steam. Until heat is ejected, the
system is reversible and no ordering will have taken place. It is only
when the heat of combustion is passed to the environment, will the
steam system become more ordered. The initial state requires the
molecules of hydrogen and oxygen to be speciﬁed in terms of the
given structures of their constituent atoms and their electronic and
vibrational/rotational states. If heat is ejected, and the temperature
is the same before and after the process, there will be no change
to the algorithmic contribution of the vibrational/rotational states,
but these need to be tracked in the algorithmic description both
before and after the process to determine the entropy ejected. But
states that are ﬁxed throughout the computational process can be
ignored in the algorithmic description, making the process more
likely to be tractable.
The critical point is that the state space conﬁgurations of the
real world UTM, and the bit space conﬁgurations of the reference
UTM that maps real world behaviour, capture the same informa-
tion. Entropy differences are the same and the algorithmic entropy
inﬂows and outﬂows in the real world UTM can be tracked on the
reference UTM as was argued in Section 3. Once an input and the
programme are encoded as on and off bits in a computer, the dis-
tinction between the programme and the input becomes arbitrary.
A more rigorous argument that demonstrates this point for a simple
UTM is shown in Chaitin (1975). In an isolated computer system,
bits are conserved as energy is conserved.
4.1. Distance from equilibriumAn equilibrium or typical conﬁguration in a real world sys-
tem has no distinguishing ﬁgures and is represented by a random
string. The “degree of organisation” denoted by Dorg, Chaitin (1979)
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easures the entropy difference in bits between the conﬁguration
f interest si, from an equilibrium or typical conﬁguration sequil. It is
ow many bits need to be added to a system with a short descrip-
ion to produce an equilibrium conﬁguration. Using self-delimiting
oding,
org(si) = H(sequil) − H(si). (5)
he corresponding measure using coding with end markers, is
nown as the “deﬁciency in randomness” and is usually denoted by
 (Li and Vitányi, 2008). The difference between the two  measures
s only of the order of log2C(s).
.2. Replication and AIT
Consider a physical system, initially isolated from the rest of the
niverse where the instantaneous microstate of the system is rep-
esented by a point in the multidimensional state space. Over time,
he state point of the system will move through the state space
nder the operation of classical physical laws. As the probability
f replicated structures appearing increases with their occurrence,
eplication will drive the state point to a region of state space dom-
nated by a large number of repeated replicated structures. Because
its are conserved for an isolated system, compensating disorder
ust shift to other states. For example when spins become aligned
n a magnetic material, disorder is shifted to the vibrational states
i.e. the temperature rises). The vibrational states, which become
ore disordered, capture the history or the memory of the com-
utational process. Unless the corresponding heat can be removed,
he system remains reversible and the spins will in time revert back
o a more random conﬁguration. Other physical processes, such
s collisions or chemical reactions, will also destroy replicas and
he system will eventually settle in a region of long-term stability.
owever the replicated structures will only dominate the system if
he disorder or waste can be ejected. When this happens, given an
ppropriate, entropy zero, the relevant algorithmic entropy of the
ystem of N repeated structures is of the form;
algo(system) = |N| + |replica description|.
he above algorithmic entropy is much lower than that for a
ollection N of non-identical structures with the same number
f components, as the overall description is dominated by log2N
ather than N as was discussed in Section 3. Instead of copying
he description of the replica N times, the algorithm that gener-
tes the repeated structure could map  the discrete form of Eq. (1),
here j represents the discrete jth computational cycle. That is the
omputation implementing equation
j+1 = Nj + rˆNj
(
1 − Nj
K
)
, (6)
an map  the generation of the replicated structures until their
umber equals the carrying capacity K. In this case the generat-
ng algorithm could continue looping until N = K and then halt. In
ither case, the algorithmic entropy might be expected to be
algo(system) = |N| + |generating algorithm|.
hile this is only a simple example of a replicating system, any
eplicating algorithm operating under physical laws will have the
ame basic form. A later discussion considers whether the iterative
lgorithm that implements instructions in line with Eq. (6) provides
 shorter description than the algorithm that just copies the repli-
ated structure. When the history states are taken into account, it
s argued that the iterative algorithm is likely to be shorter.
The next section shows that the algorithmic entropy mea-
ure is virtually identical to both the Shannon entropy and the
ntropy of statistical mechanics allowing for the different units. As 140 (2016) 8–22 13
a consequence one can move between the conventional entropy
descriptions and the algorithmic measure, recognising that the
algorithmic entropy refers to a particular microstate.
4.3. Algorithmic entropy, and thermodynamic entropy
Bennett (1982) and Zurek (1989a) have shown that the algo-
rithmic entropy of a typical string, representing a conﬁguration
in an equilibrium set of states, is virtually identical to the Shan-
non entropy. If there are  states in the equilibrium conﬁguration,
only a minuscule number of these strings can be compressed and
the length of the algorithm that describes a typical state (i.e. an
equilibrium state) is log2 + O(1) as the algorithm must identify a
particular string. With an appropriate entropy zero the O(1) can be
eliminated. Nevertheless, the algorithmic entropy is the entropy of
a particular state whereas the traditional entropies return a value
for a macrostate corresponding to a set of microstates.
Because the algorithmic entropy returns an entropy value for an
actual state, it still has meaning for a non-equilibrium conﬁgura-
tion. It is the minimum number of bits that can generate the state
on a UTM given an entropy zero. Despite the conceptual difference,
the relationship between the algorithmic entropy and the tradi-
tional entropies for equilibrium states is sufﬁciently robust that
one can slip between one description and the other. However, in the
algorithmic case much of the system speciﬁcation, such as the reso-
lution of the position momentum space, can be taken as given with
the zero reset accordingly (Zurek, 1989a; Devine, 2009). On the
other hand, the Shannon or statistical thermodynamic entropies
ignore the speciﬁcation of the system.
4.3.1. Provisional entropy, or equivalently, the Algorithmic
Minimum Sufﬁcient Statistic
The provisional entropy is the algorithmic entropy of string
that exhibits pattern or structure but also contains randomness or
noise. Such a string can only be partially compressed as many other
strings, for example those belonging to the same thermodynamic
macrostate, have the same basic structure. The set of all string
exhibiting a deﬁned structure or pattern is recursively enumerable.
This means that a particular string in the set can be generated by
an algorithm which can step through all strings in the set, and halt
when the particular string is identiﬁed. The algorithm consists of
two parts;
1. An algorithm that speciﬁes the characteristics of the set of all
strings with the same pattern or structure, being able to either
generate the strings or alternatively determine whether a par-
ticular string is a member of the set, and
2. A code that identiﬁes the particular string within the set of all
strings exhibiting the same pattern or structure (Devine, 2006;
Vereshchagin and Vitányi, 2004).
Basically the algorithm speciﬁes the set of all strings with the
same structure and when given the code for the ith string generates
the string. One could, for example, deﬁne the properties of the odd
numbers in the ﬁrst algorithm and select the 1000th odd number
in the second. The algorithmic measure obtained may  only be a
partially compressed description of string s. This will be termed the
provisional entropy and will be denoted by Hprov(s). The following
equation deﬁnes the provisional entropy.+ H(code that identifies string s given the set).  (7)
If there are  strings in the set, and all strings are equally likely, the
length of the code that identiﬁes the ith string is virtually log2.This
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alue is the same as the Shannnon entropy of the set of strings
enoted by HShannon. I.e.
prov(s) = H(algorithm that defines the set properties)
+ HShannon.
or equilibrium conﬁgurations, the Shannon term is overwhelm-
ngly large relative to the term that deﬁnes the set. The major
ontributor to the Shannon entropy for a mole of a Boltzmann
as is the myriad of states needed to specify the conﬁguration of
omething like 1023 particles. Contrast this with the few hundred
its that specify the set. Nevertheless, by deﬁnition, the provisional
ntropy must include the algorithmic speciﬁcation of the set, unless
he set speciﬁcation can be eliminated by the choice of the entropy
ero. On the other hand the Shannon entropy of a macrostate does
ot include the overall description of the system.
Vereshchagin and Vitányi (2004) use Kolmogorov’s “Algorith-
ic  Minimum Sufﬁcient Statistic” to describe what, here, is termed
he provisional entropy, i.e. the optimum algorithm that generates
he particular string in a set of strings with a common structure. As a
articular string might be able to be compressed further with more
nsights, the algorithmic entropy measure is provisional only. Nev-
rtheless, the provisional entropy is the same for the overwhelming
ajority of microstates in the macrostate of a thermodynamic sys-
em. Only for the very rare situation where a particular microstate
s highly ordered, will the true algorithmic entropy be less than the
rovisional measure. (Even so, if an ordered ﬂuctuation appears as
art of the trajectory of an isolated system through its state space,
s bits are conserved, the entropy decrease will be compensated for
y an entropy increase elsewhere in the system (see Section 5)).
All the states in a thermodynamic macrostate of a natural
ystem have the same provisional entropy. Consider the states
 and o representing instantaneous microstates of two  different
acrostates. The provisional entropy of, say, state i is given by
he algorithm that speciﬁes the characteristics of the thermody-
amic macrostate, plus the algorithm that identiﬁes the string i
iven the macrostate. It follows that the minimal possible num-
er of bits that must be transferred into or out of the system
o change state i to state o is Hprov(i) − Hprov(o) (Bennett et al.,
998). The corresponding energy required to set the bits in the
eal world UTM to shift the system to the new conﬁguration is
BT ln 2[Hprov(o) − Hprov(i)] Joules (see Section 4).1 If Q  is the heat
ow that shifts the macrostate containing i to the macrostate con-
aining o the thermodynamic entropy difference between the states
s also Q/T = kB ln 2[Hprov(o) − Hprov(i)] (cf Zurek, 1989b). A simple
xample is the entropy difference between a block of ice and melted
ce at 0 K where the two distinct macrostates are constrained to
he same shape. Given the original ice conﬁguration, the number of
its that need to enter the system to specify the melted conﬁgura-
ion is Q/(kBTln2). In general, the algorithmic and thermodynamic
ntropy differences are identical for equilibrium states allowing for
nits, and recognising that the algorithmic measure applies to a
ypical state.
In summary, the provisional entropy is the shortest description
f a string representing an instantaneous conﬁguration of a ther-
odynamic system in its state space, whether an equilibrium state
r not. In practice, as Devine (2009) argues, Hprov(s) is equivalent
o a mixed entropy that (Zurek, 1989a) calls the physical entropy,
nd also the entropy of Gács (Gács, 2004) (see also Li and Vitányi,
008 Ch. 8).
1 While algorithmic entropy differences are UTM independent, different UTM’s
ay  operate at different temperatures. The temperature to use in the multiplier
BT ln 2 is the temperature of the natural system, not the temperature of the refer-
nce computer. 140 (2016) 8–22
4.4. The cost of restoring a system to a previous state
A real world closed system behaves as a reversible UTM
where the reversibility is hardwired into the computational pro-
cess through the physical laws that determine the computational
behaviour of the components such as atoms, molecules, spins, etc.
Initially, a real world system starts in an ordered state where energy
is stored in a concentrated form as high quality energy, and not as
heat. However in the long term, physical laws, consistent with the
second law of thermodynamics, diffuse the high quality energy,
through the system. Nevertheless, if the system is closed, the pro-
cess is still thermodynamically and computationally reversible. In
computational terms, the system starts in a state i that speciﬁes
the ordered initial state. Erasure of information as bits (or the
information embodied in the state settings in a real world com-
putation) removes the computational history needed to maintain
reversibility. For example, this erasure can occur through eject-
ing information as heat, or allowing molecular species embodying
the information to drift away. In a real world computation, when
species exit the system, both bits and the programme that manip-
ulates the bits, are removed. For a conventional computer this is
equivalent to removing a memory device that also includes the
programme instructions.
From the view point of the reference computer a programme
string p speciﬁes the algorithm embodying the relevant physical
laws, while the output string o is generated by the computation on
computer U where U(p*, i) = o. However a programme on the refer-
ence computer is not generally reversible. If the reference computer
is to simulate a real world reversible process, the information his-
tory must be kept as part of the computation. The computation
can be reversed by a programme that inserts the history infor-
mation at critical steps in the reverse process. Just as reversibility
in the natural world is lost when heat exits or species drift away,
reversibility in the reference computer is lost when the history of
the computation is no longer available.
The thermodynamic cost of a restoring a system to a previ-
ous state by replacing the lost information has been explored
by Landauer (1961) and subsequently Bennett (1973, 1982, 1988,
2003), Bennett et al. (1998), and Zurek (1989b). (For an in-depth dis-
cussion on the validity of the approach see Leff and Rex (1990) and
Bérut et al. (2012) for experimental conﬁrmation). This cost arises
because the computational process, whether on a conventional
UTM or real world computer, cannot be reversible if information
about prior states is discarded. The thermodynamic energy cost
of this erasure is kBTln2 joules per bit. Conversely, the thermo-
dynamic entropy increases when information enters the system,
adding kBT ln 2 joules for each extra bit added to the algorithmic
description.
Zurek (1989b) has shown that where the length of the algo-
rithmic description of the state of a system changes by H bits
(corresponding to a thermodynamic entropy change of kBln2H),
H bits must be returned to the system to restore it to the ini-
tial state. If the original state was a microstate i in a set of local
equilibrium states i, j, etc., all of which have the same provi-
sional entropy and a disturbance switches the system to a new non
equilibrium conﬁguration j then
H = Hprov(j) − Hprov(i) = H(i|∗j ).Here the positive sign represents an entropy inﬂow. Applying
Zurek’s argument around the cycle, at least this number of bits
needs to be removed from the system in order to restore the initial
macrostate. As this is an entropy difference, it is the same whether
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ndertaken on a real world computer or a reference UTM. This leads
o the thermodynamic requirement that at least
BT ln 2H(i|∗j ) = kBT ln 2[Hprov(i) − Hprov(j)] (8)
oules must be introduced into the system to restore i. This anti-
ymmetric measure can track the entropy gains and losses around
 full thermodynamic cycle, allowing for the directions of entropy
ow (Bennett et al., 1998). Zurek (1989a,b) have also shown that
here is a slightly more efﬁcient restoration process where only
(i|o) bits, are needed to restore the system. However, because the
tronger form is not anti-symmetric, it is not as useful for tracking
ows round a cycle.
However, in the Zurek approach an outside intervention moves
he system to a different state and similarly, an outside intervention
s need to restore the system. On the other hand, self-organising
ystems are able to maintain themselves off-equilibrium by
utonomous regulatory processes. As a consequence, what was the
xternal thermodynamic cost of restoration must be included as
art of the system’s cost. A more general approach that takes this
nto account for self-organizing systems is considered in Section 6.
Interestingly, Ashby’s law of requisite variety states the require-
ent for a system to regulate is that the Shannon entropy of the
et of regulation states must at least equal the Shannon entropy of
he set of disturbances (Ashby, 1964; Casti, 1996). The equivalent
aw using the approach just described is that the change in the pro-
isional algorithmic entropy of the regulation process must equal
he change in the provisional algorithmic entropy introduced by
he disturbance.
. The algorithmic equivalent of the second law of
hermodynamics
The second law of thermodynamics drives an isolated system
owards an equilibrium increasing the entropy. The Boltzmann
pproach explains the entropy gain by the increase in the system’s
vailable states as the energy becomes uniformly dispersed. Ulti-
ately at equilibrium, when the number of available states is ,
he Boltzmann entropy becomes kB ln .  On the other hand, the
lgorithmic approach identiﬁes the entropy gain as the increase in
he length of the algorithmic description of the microstate of the
ystem as the state trajectory moves from the initial conﬁguration
o a typical or equilibrium one (Zurek, 1989a). This increase is the
umber of programme bits that must be added to the system at
he start of the computation for the computation to terminate at
he ﬁnal equilibrium conﬁguration. As is discussed later, the over-
helming majority of states in a system at equilibrium require an
lgorithmic description of length log2,  which, allowing for units,
s virtually the Boltzmann entropy.
When the system is both reversible and isolated, no informa-
ion can be lost, and each state has a unique precursor. In essence,
he system is at least quasi-ergodic and the system’s trajectory will
ccess all  states in  steps. The steps in the trajectory of such
 system can then be tracked. Consider a closed reversible natural
ystem where the initial state s0 is the most highly ordered state of
he system and its algorithmic entropy is H(s0). Let th be the num-
er of computational steps to output the state sh from the state s0
nd then halt. The real world computer that shifts s0 to sh has the
hysical laws deﬁning the trajectory embodied in atoms, molecules
nd photons which behave as generalised gates. The reversible ref-
rence UTM that simulates this trajectory must also simulate the
hysical laws in the programme that drives the evolution of the
ystem. As each step in the evolution of the system is reversible,
he reversible algorithm that maps the physical laws on the 140 (2016) 8–22 15
reference UTM to produce the ﬁnal or halt state sh can be expressed
in the following schematic form (e.g. see Zurek (1989a)):
STATE = s0
FOR STEP = 0 to th
Compute next STATE.
NEXT STEP.
(9)
If the binary algorithm that generates the trajectory is the shortest
possible, the algorithmic entropy is given by
H(sh) = H(s0) + H(th) + H(Compute next State) + O(1). (10)
The above equations shows that the ﬁnal algorithmic entropy con-
sists of the entropy of the initial state, H(th), the length of the routine
that identiﬁes the halt conﬁguration and the length of the rout-
ines that mimic  the physical laws to compute the next state. In
most situations, the number of steps is extremely large and the
algorithmic entropy becomes H(th) as s0 is negligible by compari-
son. Furthermore, as science is predicated on the assumption that
natural laws are simple and few, the routine, Compute next STATE,
is highly compressed. As the reversible system steps through the
allowable states following Eq. (10), the value of H(th) on average
hugs the log2th curve (ignoring the higher logarithm terms required
for self-delimiting coding). Nevertheless there are many ﬂuctua-
tions where H(th) drops below this, as Fig. 3.2 in Li and Vitányi
(2008) indicates. This is because shorter descriptions of the integer
th exist for particular values.
Yet there appears to be a paradox as Eq. (10) implies the entropy
is increasing when the reversible system moves from s0 to sh. But
there cannot be an entropy increase, as the entropy of a natural
process must be the same along a reversible path when no entropy
is lost (Bennett, 1982, 1973; Zurek, 1989b). This paradox is resolved
once it is realised that the system is closed and the entropy embod-
ied in the programme bits that drive the computation, must also be
identiﬁed as part of the initial setting of the system. If ph represents
the programme bit settings that generate the halt state given s0, the
shortest description of the initial conﬁguration, which consists of
the programme and the so-called initial state, is strictly (phs0)*, not
just s∗0. Note that ph is not constant and, needs to increase each
time the trajectory moves to a later halt state. As the trajectory
through bit space reversibly generates the ﬁnal state, entropy is
truly conserved (Zurek, 1989a) and
H(phs0) = H(sh).
Because there is no alternative path to sh (other than the reverse
computation from the successor state sh+1), this must constitute
the shortest reversible algorithm to generate the halt state and
therefore
H(sh) = H(s0) + H(sh|s∗0) = H(phs0). (11)
As the system is closed, the programme bits are transferred into the
string sh and become part of the output. Because of this, the require-
ments for reversibility are embodied in sh. If an irreversible UTM  is
used to map  the natural process, reversibility can be maintained by
keeping the history of the computation implicit in sh (Zurek, 1989a).
However if an irreversible UTM is used, for rare situations a shorter
speciﬁcation of sh without its history might exist. The number of
such ordered ﬂuctuations is rare as, for a string of length m there
are 2m shorter algorithms, but only 1 in 210 (equals 1 in 1024) is
even 10 bits shorter. There is only a small fraction of such ﬂuctu-
ations as many of the few shorter strings will have already been
used for earlier strings in the trajectory.
As logth approaches log2, the size of the speciﬁcation of th,
given by |th| changes very slowly and when the system settles
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n the equilibrium set of conﬁgurations the algorithmic entropy
ecomes
(sequil) ≈ log2.
hen this happens, the history of the computation has become
rrelevant. The shortest description is the algorithmic speciﬁcation
f an equilibrium state. When bits are ejected from the system, as
aste or heat, the system becomes more ordered and the algorithm
pecifying ﬁnal conﬁguration is shorter.
.1. System processes and system degradation
A living system must maintain itself in a far-from-equilibrium
onﬁguration by offsetting the degradation implied by the second
aw of thermodynamics. A system can recreate the original order by
sing stored energy, and by ejecting disorder. However, inert sys-
ems can maintain themselves in the initial set of conﬁgurations
nly under special circumstances. They cannot self-regulate, as to
o so requires an autonomous process to replace the lost informa-
ion. For example an inert earth (without life) will reach a steady
tate where the surface temperature is such that the radiation from
he sun exactly balances the heat radiation from the earth. This is
ot regulation. However contrast this with a living cell. A living
ell can actively maintain itself by accessing nutrients and eject-
ng waste. Much of the self-organising capability of life on earth, or
f systems of cells, would seem to be a consequence of biological
volutionary processes that lead to the capability of structures to
eplicate.
. Homeostasis and second law processes
In contrast to Section 4.4, which provides the requirements
or externally driven regulation, this section looks at the require-
ents for autonomous regulation. That is the requirements for
he regulation processes to operate from within the system itself.
utonomous regulation is essential if a natural living system is to be
aintained in a viable regime far-from-equilibrium. The argument
ere is that autonomous regulation is not a fortuitous outcome of
omplex interactions of natural laws but, at least in simple cases,
nd perhaps in many cases, is accomplished by replication pro-
esses.
Before looking at replication processes as such, the ther-
odynamic information requirements for a system to maintain
omeostasis are outlined.
.1. Information requirements of homeostasis
Let the viable region of the system E be a macrostate, char-
cterised by the thermodynamic entropy. The macrostate forms
 set of far-from-equilibrium conﬁgurations. Provided an agreed
ero of entropy is established, allowing for units, the thermo-
ynamic entropy of the macrostate has the same value as the
rovisional algorithmic entropy of a typical microstate i (i.e. the
verwhelming majority of states) in the macrostate. In its viable
egion, the system moves through a region of the state space where
ach microstate i has the same provisional entropy. Regulation or
omeostasis implies that the system’s provisional entropy must
ot change, and therefore the system must be maintained in an
ttractor, this viable set of microstates within E. As the provisional
ntropy, allowing for units, represents the thermodynamic entropy
f the macrostate (Section 4.3), changes in the provisional entropy
an be used to track the thermodynamic entropy ﬂows in and out
f the system.
The system can only be maintained in the viable region if the
econd law degradation processes can be countered by accessing 140 (2016) 8–22
the stored energy embodied in species (such as photons, atoms,
molecules or chemicals) represented by the string  and, at the
same time, ejecting disorder or waste represented by the string .
A snapshot of a particular state in the homeostatic stable regime
will show a mix  of structures; some highly ordered, some that are
partially disordered, and some that can degrade no further.
The second law process that degrades the species, and the
restoration computation that re-creates order, are best seen as
two separate processes. Consider the ﬁrst stage of the process as
a disturbance that drives the system away from the viable region
towards a non-viable conﬁguration j that also includes the history
of the computation. This disturbance degrades the system’s struc-
tures. From a computational point of view this disturbance can be
represented by the algorithm p∗2ndlaw , the shortest algorithm that
implements second law processes. In which case, the natural pro-
cesses are equivalent to the following computation on the reference
UTM.
U(p∗2ndlaw, i) = j. (12)
As nothing leaves the system at this stage, the computation is
reversible and the algorithmic entropy of j is given by
H(j) = Hprov(i) + |p∗2ndlaw| + O(1). (13)
Conversely, what might be termed a regulation or restoration pro-
cess counters the effect of the second law disturbance, with a
computation by the programme p∗reg . This process corresponds to
a computation on the input string j, that describes the species
containing the stored energy, together with the string j that spec-
iﬁes the non-viable conﬁguration. The net output for the regulation
process is the ﬁnal microstate k with the same provisional entropy
as i and with an extra waste string l. This regulation process is
represented by the computation;
U(p∗reg, j, j) = k, l. (14)
However from Eq. (14),
Hprov(k, l) = H(j) + H(j) + |p∗reg | + O(1). (15)
The O(1) term that represents the bits required to link independent
halting subroutines will be ignored. Eqs. (13) and (15) can be added,
and after rearranging, the number of waste bits, H(waste) can be
determined. This is the number of bits that need to be ejected from
the system if it is to be restored to the original macrostate. This basic
requirement for an replicating system to self-regulate becomes
H(waste) = Hprov(k, l) − Hprov(i) = |p∗2ndlaw| + |p∗reg | + H(j).
(16)
As one would expect, the entropy of the waste string must include
the bits embodied in the second law disturbance algorithm, the
regulation algorithm and the bits that have entered the system to
provide the concentrated source of energy. However, the entropy
embodied in the waste string must be ejected if the system is to
be returned to the initial macrostate. This can be related Zurek’s
approach (discussed in Section 4.4), which argues that, as H(j) −
H(i) = |p∗2ndlaw| bits shift the system away from the stable conﬁgu-
ration, the same number of bits needs to be returned to the system
if it is to return to the original macrostate. Eq. (16) implies that,
for autonomous regulation, it is the net decrease in bits due to the
regulation process that must equal the increase in bits that enter
through the disturbance. That is
H(waste) − |p∗ | − H( ) = |p∗ |.reg j 2ndlaw
In contrast to the situation where the regulation process is external
to the system, for autonomous regulation, the bits involved are part
of the system. The entropy that ﬂows through the system and the
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its associated with j, need to be tracked. If these inputs were not
jected, bits would build up in the system.
Eq. (16) shows that the ability of the system to maintain homeo-
tasis does not directly depend on H(k), and therefore the system’s
istance from equilibrium. Rather, as is discussed later in Section
.3, the rate at which the second order degradation processes can
e countered by the restoration process depends on:
. the rate at which the concentrated source of energy can enter
the system, and
. the rate at which excess entropy can be ejected from the system.
The greater the rate that the system degrades, the further from
quilibrium the system is likely to be, in order to eject sufﬁcient
aste such as heat. Also, the further the system is from equilibrium,
he greater its capability to do work, as this depends on the entropy
ifference between the system and its surroundings.
In order for a natural system to truly regulate, natural regulation
rocesses must be wired into the system in some way. It is shown
n Section 6.3 that replication processes behave like a primitive
orm of regulation that does not require intelligent external inter-
entions. Because continuous replication drives a system towards
 more ordered conﬁguration, when degradation occurs, natural
eplication processes seek to access external resources to create or
aintain the order. This is why the production of coherent pho-
ons in a laser, the alignment of spins, or the replication of cells
n an appropriate environment, can continue far-from-equilibrium
s replication optimises the number of units in a given environ-
ent. Outside the viable attractor region, the trajectory is highly
ensitive to its initial state and the system behaviour is chaotic.
owever, all the states in the attractor region have virtually the
ame provisional entropy. As resources ﬂow through the system
nd replicas are created and destroyed, the system settles in this
omeostatic region. The capability of replicating systems to regu-
ate suggests that it should be no surprise that replication processes
nderpin the maintenance of living systems far-from-equilibrium.
he next sections consider how the algorithmic structure of a repli-
ation processes and how these processes can restore a system to
 homeostatic conﬁguration.
.2. Natural ordering through replication processes
In contrast to an inert system that cannot maintain itself, Eq.
1) shows that replication processes can naturally generate and
e-generate ordered structures with low algorithmic entropy, by
jecting disorder and, if necessary by accessing high quality con-
entrated energy, such as photons, etc. The high quality energy
epackages the system separating the heat and degraded species
rom the ordered regions allowing natural processes to eject the
aste. A simple illustration is the growth of bacteria in a broth
f nutrients which eventually settles in a stable situation pro-
ided that waste products can be eliminated and nutrients become
vailable to replace the bacteria that degrade. The system reaches
 stable set of conﬁgurations as the bacteria will replicate until
heir numbers reach the carrying capacity of the system as spec-
ﬁed in schematic form in the logistics growth equation, Eq. (1).
his depends on the rate the nutrients are replenished and the
ate at which bacteria die producing waste products. In order to
nderstand the computational processes that reﬂect this replica-
ion process Eq. (9) can be modiﬁed to allow a replication algorithm
o embed many micro steps into a larger replicating subroutine.
he replication process is a parallel computing process but it can be
ritten in a schematic linear form. At each cycle of the FOR loop, the
eplication routine is called to append a further replica to the string
STATE” and at the same time, resources are depleted. The number
f replicated structures, N, doubles for each new value of N and the 140 (2016) 8–22 17
number grows until the resources fall below the minimum value
to continue replication. That is, when “RESOURCES < MINIMUM”  the
algorithm halts. For simplicity, the algorithm does not allow for the
removal of replicated structures or the continuous ﬂow through of
resources.
The schematic form of the algorithm is;
STATE = r
N = 1
FOR I = 1 to N
REPLICATE r
DEPLETE RESOURCES
STATE = STATE, r
IF RESOURCES
< MINIMUM GO TO HALT
NEXT I.
N = N + N
GO TO FOR
HALT
(17)
If Nmax is the ﬁnal values of N, the ﬁnal output is STATE = r, r, r,
r . . . r with Nmax repeats of the basic unit r. The replication process
is reversible if nothing escapes the system. The following exam-
ples are simple models to help envisage computational processes
involved in replication.
• The alignment of magnetic spins, or the formation of a block of ice
from water are simple examples of replication processes. In the
magnetic case, above the Curie temperature, the spins in a mag-
netic material are disordered, when the thermal energy overrides
the magnetic coupling between spins. If the temperature of the
system lowers, but is still above the Curie transition temperature,
it will settle in an equilibrium conﬁguration where some, but not
all, spins are aligned. It is only when the ejection of heat drives
the temperature of the system below the Curie temperature will
a complete phase transition occur. In this case, once a few spins
align, others will do the same as coupling between spins drives
the replication process. The alignment of spins is a replication
process that creates order, once disorder as latent heat is passed
to an external cooler environment. The crystallisation of a block
of ice is similar. The particular conﬁguration of the magnetised
spin system (or a block of ice) could be deﬁned by specifying a unit
cell of the structure and use a copy algorithm to translate a copy
of the unit cell to each position in the lattice to specify the whole.
Because the vibrational states are the means by which heat is
transferred, the speciﬁcation of the instantaneous conﬁguration
will also need the vibrational states to be speciﬁed.
Take as the particular example a crystal of ice. If each water
molecule in the ice is denoted by r, the ice structure of N molecules
is represented by a string r1, r2 . . . rN where the label denotes the
position of each molecule in the structure. The full speciﬁcation
becomes r1, r2 . . . rN, 	i(T). Here 	i(T) represents an instantaneous
speciﬁcation of the vibrational and electronic states of the of
whole system at temperature T.
• Another example that models typical behaviour is a system of
identical two-state atoms in a gas where a photon can be emitted
from excited atoms. If the lifetime of the excited state of the atom
is short, only incoherent photons will be emitted and the system
will settle in a stable set of states consisting of these photons and
with most of the atoms in the ground state. Nevertheless, where
the life time of the excited state is sufﬁciently long, stimulated
emission becomes possible.
In contrast to the crystallisation case, stimulated emission
requires high quality energy embodied in the excited atomic
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states to feed the replication process. A symmetry breaking
process takes place as the stimulated photons have aligned
momentum vectors, rather than being randomly oriented.
Stimulated emission can be seen as a photon replication pro-
cess. The macrostate is sustained by ejecting heat and accessing
energy to populate the atomic states. The macrostate consists of
the coherent photon state, a very small number of incoherent
photons and most atoms in their ground state. In this situation
the photon replicas die and are born as the system settles in an
attractor.
While the system is isolated, the physical computation process
is both thermodynamically and logically reversible and only locks
into the coherent state when heat is lost. The microstate of the
system of coherent photons, needs to specify the coherent photon
state, the incoherent photons states and the atomic energy levels
which interchange energy with the photons as the system moves
from one microstate to another all within the same macrostate.
Other states of the system such as the rotational states, can be
represented by 	i(T), noting that as coherent photons are replen-
ished, the energy that enters the system is passed to the rotational
states and then to the environment maintaining a constant tem-
perature.
An important question is whether a living system, such as a tree
onsisting of cells that are replicas of an initial cell, is best described
y a sophisticated form of the replicating algorithm that gener-
tes the tree from the genetic code or by copying each cell to the
ppropriate position in the grown tree. The replicating algorithm
hat generates the tree from the genetic code in the seed, must
ccess external resources as inputs, as the tree develop along the
ines of equation (17). The variation in the cells as the tree grows
epends on which genes are expressed. While the DNA is the same,
he replicating algorithm calls different routines depending on the
nvironment of neighbouring cells and external inputs (such as the
vailability of water and light). Consequently a cell in the leaf is
xpressed differently from a cell in say the root system.
The alternative to using a generating algorithm to describe the
ree, is to use a routine that copies each cell, allowing for the dif-
erent variations, and places each copy in its appropriate place in
he tree structure. However a routine that copies each cell, with its
ariations, will usually only be shorter than the one that describes
he trajectory if the states in 	i(T) are ignored. Specifying the vari-
tion by calling a routine, based on the history to date, is almost
ertainly more efﬁcient that specifying each variation as a separate
tructure. For example, if there are M variations of N replicating
ells, the particular conﬁguration that needs to be identiﬁed from
M variations for the copying routine, requires at least an extra
log2N bits. Furthermore, each replicated cell will need to be pos-
tioned in space and will also carry kinetic energy that in principle
eeds to be speciﬁed to exactly deﬁne the state.
The above argument suggests that, for the great majority of cases
escribing real physical situations, the replicating algorithm, while
ppearing longer in the ﬁrst instance, is likely to be the shortest
hen all is considered. Nevertheless, if the full number of replicated
tructures is to emerge, entropy as heat or waste must ultimately
e passed to the environment. In principle a growing tree is a
eversible system, but throughout the growth process waste exits
he system. As the waste drifts away reversibility becomes highly
nlikely in the life of the universe. With these understandings it
ecomes possible to track algorithmic entropy ﬂows and therefore
hermodynamic entropy ﬂows in real systems..3. Replicating algorithms
Simple replication processes, such as the crystallisation of ice,
r the alignment of spins, are formed by ejecting excess entropy, 140 (2016) 8–22
whereas most replicating and ordering processes require the input
of high quality or concentrated energy in addition to ejecting
waste. In the general case, the replication process can be seen as a
computation that acts on the resource string  (= 1, 2 . . . N)
embodying the concentrated energy, and the structure r1 which
is to be replicated. The input can be represented by i = r1,  while
the output is a system of replicated structures and waste. If the
cycle loops N times, N replicated structures will emerge.
U(pN, r1, ) = r1r2r3. . .rN, w(T ′). (18)
In this process the number of replicated structures r1, r2, etc
increases where the subscripts identifying successive structures.
The string w(T ′) is the history or waste string that ultimately must
be ejected from the system to inhibit reversibility, and to allow
the ordered structure to emerge. Other states that contribute to
the algorithmic entropy of the replicated system, originally at tem-
perature T, are essentially unchanged at the end of the process of
replication. Originally, these states, which can be represented by
	i(T), become 	j(T′) where T′ > T. This happens when, for exam-
ple, the temperature rises changing the vibrational states. As the
waste string w(T ′) is ejected, 	j(T′) separates into 	k(T) + w(T ′)
leaving 	k(T) behind. Because |	k(T)| = |	j(T)| there is no change to
the provisional entropy.
The following argument tracks the degradation and the
restoration processes from both a computational view, and a phen-
omenological point of view. We  assume the system is initially
in a stable viable conﬁguration denoted by i that speciﬁes the
N repeated structures and also the other states associated with
the system. The set of stable conﬁgurations all have the same
provisional entropy. The overwhelming majority of possible con-
ﬁgurations will have the same number of replicated structures.
The second law degradation process is given by Eq. (12) i.e.
U(p∗2ndlaw, i) = j . This shifts the system to the non-viable conﬁg-
uration j. From the phenomenological perspective, the replicated
structures are destroyed at a rate given by ˛N. The regulation
computation, given by Eq. (14), accesses the resource string  to
regenerate the structure. The rate at which this can happen is usu-
ally limited by the rate at which the resource structures enter the
system. This is taken to be  ˇ structures per unit time. From the com-
putational point of view, the input to the restoration process starts
with the non-viable conﬁguration j = r1, r2, . . .rN−M, w where
M replicated structures have been destroyed. The corresponding
restoration programme preg,M that loops M times to regenerate the
M structures, while producing the waste w(T ′), is
U(preg,M, j, 1, 2. . .M) = r1, r2, . . .rN, w(T ′).
The overall waste ejected includes the bits that degrade the sys-
tem, the bits in the regulation algorithm preg,M that restores the
number of replicated structures from N − M to N, and the bits spec-
ifying the extra resources that have been added. That is, all extra
inputs need to be ejected to stop the build up of the waste in the
system.
The growth characteristic of the replication algorithm is sim-
ilar to the discrete version of the logistic growth equation given
by Eq. (6). However, the logistics growth equation does not ade-
quately track the resource ﬂows for the replication process. A more
realistic approach that can be extended to identify the replication
dependence on the resource supply is the Holling type-II func-
tional response, which is similar to the Monod function or the
Michaelis–Menten equation. This equation form can be used to
describe the interaction of a predator and its prey (which in this
case is replicator–resource interaction). As mentioned, the equa-
tions below include a term ˛N to capture the decay or destruction
of replicated structures due to second law effects in the growth
equation. The assumption is that the removal of structures (i.e.
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heir death) at any time is proportional to their number. Also the
onstant ﬂow through of the resources  ˇ needed to drive the repli-
ation process is included. While the assumption is that all the
omputational waste material can be ejected, the inability to eject
aste efﬁciently can limit the replication process.
With this understanding, let N represent the number of repli-
ated structures and let  represent the number of resource units
hat are required to feed the replication process.
dN
dt
= rˆN
(b + ) − ˛N
d
dt
= − rˆN

(b + ) + ˇ.
(19)
he parameter 
 represents the number of replicated struc-
ures produced from the consumption of one resource unit, i.e.
 ≈ N. The maximum growth rate is the initial growth rate
 when 
 	 N whereas b is the resource level at which the growth
ate is halved. This happens when b = . The conditions for a sta-
le long-term homeostatic state occur when the two derivatives
pproach zero. In which case the number of replicated structures
ncreases, tending to a long-term value N1∞ = 
ˇ/  ˛ = K where K can
e identiﬁed as the carrying capacity of the system.
Eqs. (12) and (18) are the computational equivalent of the
eplication process captured by Eq. (19). In each unit of time
 resources ﬂow into the system maintaining the length of the
esource string to . In the stable conﬁguration, the resources are
ust sufﬁcient to replace the ˛N replicated structures that decay
ver that period. From a computational point of view, the long-
erm description of the replicated structures becomes r1r2r3 . . . rK
ith K = N. The length of the algorithmic description of the string
f replicated structures produced by a copying routine would be
lose to |r1r2r3. . .rK , | = |r∗1| + log2K . I.e. one replicated structure
eeds to be speciﬁed by r∗1 and the speciﬁcation repeated K times.
n the other hand, if the length is derived from the replicating
lgorithm rather than the copying algorithm, the dominant con-
ribution would come from |r∗1| + log2N. The optimum number of
eplicated structures will emerge when N = K and log2N = log2K.
Replicated structures can be structurally slightly different if the
nputs to the replicating algorithm vary. For example an eye cell
s generated by the same algorithm as a heart cell but different
enes are expressed because of the speciﬁc environment surround-
ng the eye cell provides different inputs to the generating routine.
lexibility in function is achieved with little increase in algorithmic
ntropy as the variation occurs when external triggers call different
outines.
Replicating systems act as pumps to eject entropy as the ordered
tate is formed. Entropy ejection is efﬁcient in reducing entropy
radients and degrading high quality energy. When, for exam-
le, water crystallises through a replication process, rather than
ooling slowly, a spike of latent heat is generated which passes
o the environment more rapidly because of the increased tem-
erature differential between the system and the environment.
imilarly when high quality energy is converted to waste species
n the replication process, the ejected waste is more efﬁciently
ransferred to the environment compared with other processes.
his is consistent with Schneider and Kay (1994) who argue that
he emergence of biologically complex structures is a move from
quilibrium. As natural systems resist any such movement, liv-
ng systems are more effective than inert structures in dissipating
nergy, by degrading high quality energy and in countering entropy
radients. Schneider and Kay show that evaporation and transpira-
ion of the constituents of an ecology are the major forms of energy
nd entropy dissipation. Here one would see that replication is the
river of more efﬁcient dissipation at the system level. 140 (2016) 8–22 19
6.4. Selection processes to maintain a system in a viable
conﬁguration
Genetic diversity, arising from random mutations, copying
errors and crossovers coupled with biological selection processes,
are key to the emergence of structures better adapted to the
environment. This section looks at selection processes from a com-
putational point of view, showing that diversity in the replicated
structures, while better maintaining the system distant from equi-
librium in an adverse environment, also drives the emergence of
different structural types. The insights of Eigen (1971) and Eigen
et al. (1988) on the emergence and growth of self-replicating
polynucleotides can be generalised to more general replicating sys-
tems. In the polynucleotide case, copying errors provide variations
in the genetic code, some of which through selection processes,
dominate the molecular soup. Interestingly, Eigen shows that a dis-
tribution of closely interrelated polynucleotides, which he terms a
“quasi-species”, dominate the mix  rather than one particular vari-
ant. New structures can emerge if there is sufﬁcient diversity among
near identical replicas, as adaptation processes can counter more
virulent disturbances impacting on the system. One can consider
that these adaptive processes are a form of quasi-regulation as they
tend to maintain the system within the viable set of conﬁgurations.
However it is a viable set that is expanding its horizons as diver-
sity increases overtime through copying errors, gene transfer, and
more general mutations. Changes in the genetic information are
equivalent to small modiﬁcations of the algorithm that generates
the replicated structure, thus increasing diversity.
First consider the replicator–resource dynamics where a dis-
turbance threatens the viability of the system of replicated
structures. The disturbance, which could involve an inﬂow or
outﬂow of species or energy, will vary the computational paths
undertaken by the system. When this happens, some structures
that are produced by variants of the basic replica will become more
likely in a changing environment. In other words, the best adapted
will dominate the mix. An example might be where variant of one
tree species is better able to cope with drought. A system of repli-
cated structures that has sufﬁcient diversity increases the ability of
the system to survive in an adverse environment. Nevertheless, it
needs to be recognised that as selection processes reduce diversity
in the short term, the replicators becomes optimal for that envi-
ronment and the algorithmic entropy lowers. But as diversity at
the genetic level inevitably reappears over time due to mutations
and genetic recombination, one can argue that these adaptive pro-
cesses determine a long-term trajectory leading to the biological
evolution of the system. The following paragraphs use a simple
model where two  variants of the basic replicating structure com-
pete for limited resources. As perhaps is no surprise, the model
shows that the variant with the highest carrying capacity will dom-
inate the mix. The argument could be articulated in terms of the
interactions between two  subspecies in a competitive environment
using coupled versions of Eq. (1). This approach, which gives rise to
the Lotka–Volterra equations, shows that Gause’s law of competi-
tive exclusion applies and the variation with the greatest carrying
capacity is the one that survives (Gause, 1934). However here,
the carrying capacity is not externally given, but depends on how
efﬁciently the replication process uses resources, and also the vari-
ant’s capability to withstand the onslaught of second law processes.
Eigen’s approach (Eigen, 1971) is more realistic. This establishes the
requirements for a stable equilibrium, where there is a constant ﬂux
of monomers corresponding to the resources that feed the process.
His result is essentially the same as the following simple discus-
sion, which is based on the simple predator–prey model addressed
in Section 6.3. In this case there are two  variants of the basic replica
with numbers N1 and N2 competing for the resources  that feed
the replication process. The ﬁrst two of the following equations
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apture the growth rate of the two variants, given their respective
ecay rates  ˛ and the additional parameters c1 and c2 that represent
he impact of one variant on the other. The last equation captures
he rate the resources change, given the resource consumption by
he variants and the constant inﬂow  ˇ of new resources.
dN1
dt
= rˆ1N1
(b1 + )
− ˛1N1 − c1N1N2
dN2
dt
= rˆ2N2
(b2 + )
− ˛2N2 − c2N1N2
d
dt
= − rˆ1N1

1(b1 + )
− r2N2

2(b2 + )
+ ˇ.
(20)
hile these equations are similar to the equations for
redator–prey relationships (see Alebraheem (2012)), the last
quation has a term  ˇ to indicate resources are supplied to the
ystem at a constant rate (see Eigen, 1971). Another assumption
s that the waste generated by this process is able to be ejected
y the system. The equations show that the system settles in a
egion determined by the rate the resources are consumed by the
eplication processes, rather than an externally given carrying
apacity.
The requirement for a non-periodic stable solution is that all the
erivatives become zero. In the case of nearly identical replica vari-
nts, dN1/dt  and dN2/dt  are positive and approach zero together. In
his case, the requirements for a stable situation are similar to the
ingle replica case outlined in Section 6.3. However, as is outlined
n more detail in the on-line supplementary material, where say
N1/dt  > dN2/dt,  for realistic starting values of N1 and N2, because
1 > 
2 and/or ˛2 > ˛1, both subspecies grow initially but eventu-
lly N2 ceases to grow and ultimately decreases as the term c2N1
rives dN2/dt  through zero. Once this happens, the population of
ubsystem N2 goes to zero while N1 trends towards its maximum
alue. The limit of N1, i.e. N1∞ is N1∞ = 
1ˇ/˛1 indicating that the
arrying capacity of the variant dominating the system is K = N1∞.
his is the variant with the highest replication efﬁciency and the
owest decay rate due to second law effects (i.e. the highest 
/˛). As
his is the variant needing the lowest entropy throughput, resource
tness corresponds to what will be termed “entropic efﬁciency”.
he result can be generalised to more than two variants as shown
y equation II-47 of Eigen (1971). This equation gives essentially
he same result for the stable long-term conﬁguration but rather
han one variant, a closely interrelated quasi-species emerges to
ominate the mix. In the Eigen approach 	M is set to equal the
verage growth rate and death rate over all the variants. Here 	M
orresponds to 
ˇ.
One can argue that this is a like a regulation process which
elects the most efﬁcient replicating variant to return the system
o a state marginally different from the original. This allows the
ystem to survive the threatening disturbance. However, there is a
rade-off. While increasing the variety in the replicated structures
ncreases the entropy of the system, making it closer to equilibrium,
ariety stabilises the system against environmental change. For a
ystem of N identical structures grown from a seed, the algorith-
ic  representation of N in the generating algorithm will be ≈log2N.
owever if there are M variants of the seed representing the vari-
nts in the genetic code, a system of N structures now requires an
lgorithm that identiﬁes the particular variant for each structure. As
here MN possible distributions of variants, Nlog2M replaces log2N
n the provisional algorithmic entropy measure.
While diversity increases the provisional algorithmic entropy,
f there are few variants, this increase will be small relative to the
verall generating algorithm. From a computational point of view,
here living systems compete for resources, the biological selec-
ion processes that optimise the system’s use of resources operate
t the genetic level. This reduces the information input needed 140 (2016) 8–22
to deﬁne the structure. While environmental change rather than
physical laws, may  be the determining factor in many biological
selection processes, entropic efﬁciency may  still be important in
semi-stable environments. The question is whether such entropic
efﬁcient selection processes, considered here, are widespread. Nev-
ertheless, one can envisage the situation where a process that
selects for entropic efﬁciency might be perceived as a process that
selects for behaviour. For example, separated structures that have
some movement might be selected to increase movement enabling
the structures to move together or apart to control the overall tem-
perature. From the computational perspective, variants having this
movement would be more entropically efﬁcient in a changing envi-
ronment. Hence what might be seen as adaptation at the biological
level can be interpreted as a drive for entropic efﬁciency at the algo-
rithmic level. This is a drive that uses replication processes, based
on natural laws, to regulate the system. In general terms, the selec-
tion processes that return a system to a stable conﬁguration provide
an autonomous response to external factors and so can be seen as
quasi-regulation process.
However, while the system selects the variant that optimises the
entropic efﬁciency of each replica, the overall entropy exchange
with the environment does not decrease as the number of struc-
tures in the system increases to counter any gain at the level of an
individual structure. As is discussed later, this is consistent with
Schneider and Kay (1994) who show that as biological complexity
increases, the overall system becomes more efﬁcient in degrading
high quality energy.
6.5. Interdependence and nesting of replicas in an open system
Open systems of replicated structures can become intercon-
nected. One such interconnection is the predator–prey relationship
where one system uses the stored energy in another system as its
resource inputs. The predator is just a highly efﬁcient method of
degrading the high quality energy embodied in the prey. Again
interdependence can emerge when the waste string  of one sys-
tem becomes the resource input  in another and ﬁnally mutualism
can occur when two  different species enhance each others survival.
Where interdependence occurs, the far-from-equilibrium cou-
pled systems become more viable as the overall entropy cost
of maintenance is less. Fewer resources are needed to maintain
the combined systems. As a consequence, in a resource con-
strained environment, interdependence will emerge in preference
to alternatives as coupled systems are more stable against input
variations. Adami’s concept of physical complexity as a measure
of viability of low entropy structures (Adami, 2002) supports this
observation. He states “In this case, however, there are good rea-
sons to assume that, for the most part, co-evolution will aid, rather
than hinder, the evolution of (physical) complexity, because co-
evolution is a slow rather than drastic environmental change,
creating new niches that provide new opportunities for adapta-
tion.” Where such structures are possible, they would seem to be
likely. The situation where one set of constituents enhances the
survival of another can be captured by Eq. (20) by making c1 neg-
ative and c2 zero. With appropriate values of the parameters the
coupled systems can settle in a stable population regime.
A simple example is where photons exit one laser system to cre-
ate a population inversion in another laser system with the result
that less information is lost to the environment. Where overall
resources are constrained, and there is sufﬁcient variety in the sec-
ond system (e.g. sufﬁcient line width overlap between the lasers),
this system can adapt by settling in more restricted areas of its
state space. In contrast to two independent systems, as the algorith-
mic  speciﬁcation of the system involves the sharing of information
between routines, fewer bits need to enter and therefore to be
ejected from the coupled structures. However, as the population
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f the coupled structures increases, the overall degradation of the
nput resources is both more rapid and more complete than would
therwise be the case.
The nesting of structures is a particular form of interdependence
hat increases the overall order, as the nested structures can be
apped algorithmically to a nested set of subroutines that pass
nformation to each other. The nested algorithms not only form a
hort description but, because they pass information to each, eject
ess waste information per structural unit. Chaitin’s concept of ‘d-
iameter complexity’, which quantiﬁes order at different levels of
cale, is helpful in understanding nested structure. Imagine that we
ould only observe a tree at the smallest level of scale, unable to
ecognise the order at a larger scale. When large scale order is not
erceived, the tree can only be described by a lengthy algorithm
hat requires the momentum, position and other states of each
onstituent atom to be speciﬁed. As no structure is perceived, the
rrangement of the position coordinates would appear to be ran-
om. However as the scale increases, structures and patterns would
merge, indicating a shorter algorithmic description. As mentioned,
haitin calls the measure at a particular level of scale as ‘d-diameter
omplexity’. If the smallest scale is denoted by dn where n is large,
he perceived provisional algorithmic entropy would be Hdn. At
his scale, as no pattern is discernible, the system would be indis-
inguishable from a local equilibrium macrostate. However, at a
igher level of scale, once structures such as molecules are able to
e discerned, the generating algorithm would be shorter, and the
rovisional algorithmic entropy would fall. Similarly at a higher
cale, the tree structure would be seen to be a collection of cells,
ndicating an even shorter description as the cell algorithm only
eeds to be speciﬁed once. It is only at the highest level of scale,
0, will these cells be seen to be connected together to form the
verall structure. At this level, Hd0  Hdn and, as the algorithmic
ntropy reaches a minimum, the nested structures that emerge can
e described by interconnected subroutines. Using this approach,
haitin (1979) quantiﬁes the degree of organization (Dorg) of struc-
ure X as the distance the system is from equilibrium at a given level
f scale. It is given by:
org = Hmax(X) − Hdn(X).
max corresponds to the logarithm of the number of possible states
here no structure can be discerned and, as was mentioned cor-
esponds, the equilibrium conﬁguration. At small levels of scale,
org, the degree of organisation approaches zero. As is typiﬁed by
he algorithm embodied in DNA, small differences in the generat-
ng algorithm of the replicated structures will increase the diversity
f types. While this will increase the algorithmic entropy, nesting
ill lower the entropy leading to an increase Dorg. It is plausible to
onjecture that the nesting of structures, decreases the entropy in
 way that tends to compensate for the entropy cost of building in
iversity in the replicated structures (Devine, 2009).
Observationally it appears that, in comparison to simpler struc-
ures, a system of nested subsystems (such as a forest ecology
esting species, with species nesting organs, and organs nesting
ells) is more viable far-from-equilibrium, as the waste of one
art of the system is the resource input for another. Overall, less
aste per unit structure is ejected. The mutual dependencies, and
he efﬁciency in ejecting disorder (such as heat), increases on the
arge scale as the system is further from equilibrium. The carrying
apacity of interdependent nested systems also increases, indicat-
ng that interdependent set of systems is more likely to emerge
hen resources are limited.
As biological selection processes favour entropically efﬁcient
eplicating structures, selection favours interdependence, driving
he system further from equilibrium. Perhaps life on earth is more
ntropically efﬁcient at the structural level than no life, as life, 140 (2016) 8–22 21
consisting of interdependent and nested replicating systems, cre-
ates its own  autonomous capability to survive and adapt. In so
doing, life drives the whole system further from equilibrium but
at the expense of being a more efﬁcient dissipator of energy. The
caveat is that a concentrated source of energy such as photons from
the sun must be accessible, and waste must be able to be ejected.
Schneider and Kay (1994) argue that a system of hierarchical struc-
tures, such as an ecology, is more efﬁcient in degrading high quality
energy than simpler or inert structures. This insight is consistent
with the above argument once it is recognised that, while resource
use is more efﬁcient in nested systems, more resources are con-
sumed as the population of different replicated structures grows
to more efﬁciently process high quality energy. At each step in
an interconnected hierarchy, waste ejected by one system can be
degraded by a lower system in the hierarchy. This happens when
insects, fungi or bacteria degrade plant material far more rapidly
than would happen if driven by non-living processes. In a nutshell,
individual replicated structures seek entropic efﬁciency, but at the
system level, the population rises to increase overall dissipation.
Hierarchical systems make better use of the resources, but at the
expense of driving their universe more quickly to equilibrium.
7. Conclusion
Algorithmic Information Theory identiﬁes the algorithmic
entropy or the information content of a system by the minimum
number of bits required to describe the system on a UTM. Lan-
dauer’s principle (Landauer, 1961) holds that the erasure of one
bit of information corresponds to an entropy transfer of kB ln 2 to
the environment. As only entropy differences have physical sig-
niﬁcance, the number of bits needed to shift a system from one
conﬁguration to another, multiplied by kB ln 2, corresponds to the
equivalent thermodynamic entropy change of the system. If a sys-
tem is to be restored after it is degraded by processes implementing
the second law of thermodynamics, it follows that the restoration
process must compensate for the bits gained or lost during the
degradation process.
Furthermore, it is argued that, as a system of replicated struc-
tures can be described by few bits, natural replication processes
use all the available resources to generate simple ordered struc-
tures having low algorithmic entropy. This perspective allows one
to recognise that a natural replication process can be envisaged as
computation on a real world UTM that is able to generate order
far-from-equilibrium. Not only can replicating processes generate
order, these processes can self-regulate as they can naturally com-
pensate for second law degradation by using external resources
to re-generate degraded replicated units while ejecting entropy as
waste.
When there is a changing environment, and there is diversity
among replicating units, biological selection processes act as an
autonomous quasi-regulation process. The replica variant that per-
sists is likely to be the one that is more entropically efﬁcient in terms
of its use of resources and its capability to eject waste. Fitness in a
many environments can be articulated in terms of optimising the
entropic efﬁciency of the structures in the system. However, while
selection processes do allow a system to return to something close
to the original conﬁguration, overtime the system drifts to a new
conﬁgurations as new variations appear.
Similarly, where interdependence between different replicated
structures is possible, simple calculations suggest that selection
processes will favour the variants that exhibit interdependence.
As interdependence is more entropically efﬁcient at the structural
level, their numbers increase. Hierarchies of replicated structures
would seem likely to emerge as selection processes favour those
that waste fewer resources. But as the numbers of such structures
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verall the energy dissipation is higher and, while the hierarchical
ystem persists, it hastens the degradation of the high quality, con-
entrated energy that feeds, the living process. As Schneider and
ay (1994) show, an ecology consists of myriads of self-replicating
fﬁcient units but, because species lower in the food chain con-
ume the waste of higher species, the overall degradation of the
ystem is greater than would be the case for a non-living system,
r even a simpler living system. Living systems hasten the death of
he universe. Where a system needs to do work, it must be main-
ained further from equilibrium and again replicating process can
aintain the system in a suitable stable conﬁguration.
However in many real world situations there will be insufﬁ-
ient understanding of the details of the system to quantify the cost
f maintaining the system far-from-equilibrium. Nevertheless, the
pproach may  well be useful in understanding incremental changes
o real systems and provide broad descriptions of some system
ehaviour. While there is more to a living system than replica-
ion or entropy ﬂows, just as energy constraints determine system
ehaviour, so entropy requirements constrain structural possibili-
ies.
ppendix A. Supplementary Data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
he online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2015.
1.008.
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